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ECB throws a cat amongst the doves 

Market sentiment has once again deteriorated overnight, following the previous night’s brief reprieve. Currency 
markets continue to dance to their own beat though, with the NZD/USD and its ‘commodity currency’ partners in crime 
the AUD and CAD appreciating. NZD gains were most marked against the ailing European currencies. NZD/GBP made a 
fresh 4-month high around 0.5240, while NZD/USD and NZD/EUR are closing in on their respective recent highs around 
0.6900 and 0.6330.  

Last night’s ECB meeting served up a clear last hawkish surprise. Despite the war raging to the East, the ECB announced 
an accelerated tapering of its QE programme, paving the way for rate hikes from as early as Q3. QE will be wound down 
completely by Q3 with rate hikes to begin “some time” after (a period which ECB chief Lagarde later clarified could be as 
little as a week to a few months).  

For markets it was a clear sign that central banks are more worried about the current spike in inflation than the 
growth-negative consequences of the Russian war and surging oil prices. Pricing of the first full 25bps ECB rate hike was 
pulled forward to September, driving strong gains in European bond yields. German 10-year bond yields rose about 
10bps to 0.28bps, helping drag the EUR/USD (briefly) higher. 

The other big event of the night – February US inflation data – was more of damp squib. Headline inflation rose as 
expected to an even more frightening number of 7.9% y/y – a 40-year high. Core inflation also exactly matched 
expectations of 6.4% y/y. Bear in mind this was before the Russian invasion and consequent spike in oil prices, so it’s 
almost certain we’ll see a fresh high somewhere in the “8s” from March data. Interest rate markets remain fully priced 
for the Fed to begin tightening policy later this month with a 25bps rate rise.  

Global share-markets have suffered another night of declines with the combination of central bank tightening and few 
signs of a breakthrough in Ukraine knocking back sentiment. Foreign ministers of Ukraine and Russia made little 
progress in high level talks overnight. Russian shelling of Ukrainian cities continued as Western companies continue to 
pull out of Russia. Bloomberg reports Goldman Sachs has become the first big Wall St bank to close its Russian 
operations. US stock indices are down 0.8% (Dow)-1.5% (NASDAQ) following larger ECB-inspired falls in Europe 
(Eurostoxx 50 -3%). Having continued their run higher early in the session, commodity prices have mostly pared some of 
their recent gains with WTI crude prices off 1.6% to US$107/barrel).  

February NZ retail spending slumped 7.8% on the prior month as consumers hunkered down amidst the Omicron 
outbreak (full note here). Spending was down across all the major categories but with hospitality unsurprisingly taking a 
larger hit than most (-22% m/m unadjusted). We expect further fall in card spending in March as Omicron cases and 
isolating numbers have ramped up even further.  

FX Update:  Following its overnight outperformance, NZD/USD looks primed for another test of 0.6900 in coming 
sessions (currently around 0.6865). There’s little out in the local session to push it around today though (see below). 

Day ahead: On the economic data front, the week ends with more of a whimper than a bang. Locally, February food price 
and manufacturing PMI data will be released this morning. It will be interesting to see if the latter can retain a foothold 
above the 50.0 level indicative of expansion in light of the Omicron hit to capacity (January: 52.1). Tonight brings just the 
University of Michigan consumer confidence survey in the US. There’ll be more intense focus over the weekend on 
developments in Ukraine. 
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6872 0.5% NZD/SEK 6.6539 0.5% CRB Index 292.087 -5.5% Dow 33055 -0.7%

NZD/AUD 0.9333 -0.1% NZD/NOK 6.1567 0.8% NZX WMP #N/A N/A #VALUE! S&P 500 4238 -0.9%

NZD/EUR 0.6253 1.2% NZD/THB 22.76 0.9% Gold $/o 1997.65 0.3% NASDAQ 13100 -1.2%

NZD/JPY 79.78 0.7% AUD/USD 0.7363 0.7% WTI Oil $/b 107.6 -1.0% FTSE 7099 -1.3%

NZD/GBP 0.5241 1.0% EUR/USD 1.0989 -0.7%  NZD Swap Rates (%) DAX 13442 -2.9%

NZD/CAD 0.8764 0.0% USD/JPY 116.09 0.2% OCR 1.00 0.00 CAC-40 6207 -2.8%

NZD/CHF 0.6391 0.9% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) 3mth 1.45 0.00 H.Seng 20890 1.3%

NZD/HKD 5.3762 0.6% NZ 2.95 0.05 1yr 2.49 0.01 Nikkei 25690 3.9%

NZD/SGD 0.9336 0.5% US 2.00 0.04 2yr 2.96 0.00 ASX200 7131 1.1%

NZD/DKK 4.6534 1.2% Aust 2.37 0.05 5yr 3.15 0.00 NZX50 11926 0.0%

https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/feb-22-card-spend.pdf
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      Important Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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